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Magic and Yoga (i) Many magicians, especially followers of older traditions, feel that an intense and in-depth study of yoga should be included in their studentsâ€™ magical trainingâ€¦ at least for a while. Many styles of Indian yoga are adapted to suit the needs of WesternÂers and they are so popular
nowadays that it hardly seems necessary to discuss them in a book like this. As far as hatha yoga (a type of yoga involving physical exercises) is concerned, we really keep our comments to a minimum. After all, there are many great books about this market and classes offered in gyms, community
centers and yoga schools even in the most remote areas. But with a large amount of information available, we often tend to forget what yoga is really about. PataÃ±jali, one of the classic authors of yoga literature, says, to make it best in his book Yoga Sutras: Â â€œYogasÂ ' citta-vritti-nirodhah.â €
English: â€ œYoga is a complaining [Sanskrit: niro the tinges of me.â€ Â € Â While the derivative word â€ œyogaâ€ as â€ œyoke harness/self-discipline € is emphasized, it doesn't help ™t help a lot, when the real intention of yoga is overlooked, for example through the perception of glorified asceticism,
the complex postures of body positions, or purely speculative philosophical sufficity. Plus, yoga is a complete philosophical and ideological system that can't be reduced to just a type of gymnastics. As no other discipline known to us today, all nuÂmerous different styles of Indian yoga are a very effective
application of very develÂoped, refined techniques shifting awareness and shaping the issue of mind. Readers who already have a good knowledge of yoga can just skim over the next secÂtion. The structure of ashtanga or raja yoga It was Vivekananda who was important in bringing yoga to the Western
world and establishing its popularity there. Through her, the concept â€ œrajaâ€ (= â€ œroyalâ€ ) had to be introduced to describe the system of yoga, which is more commonly known in India â€ œashtangaâ € (= â€ œeightfold tea / eight limbs yogaâ€ ). In fact, in Indian culture, the personâ€™s of your
personal yoga path are commonly referred to as â€œroyalâ€‹ tea, which sometimes causes confusion when it is mentioned in literature. Thatâ€™ why weâ€™ll stick to the initial designation â€¦ yogaâ€ in this book. After all, the style of yoga introduced by Vivekananda is the most widely practiced. As the
name already means, this type of yoga is divided into eight tracks or limbs, each in itself leading to samadhi (= â€ œunion with highestâ€ or â€ œenlightenment achieving a state of empty mindâ€), although they are generally viewed and treated as Whole. Wea €™ll introduce these paths or limbs in the
traditional way, first with your relaÂtionship to each other as a whole, and then individually. However, since weâ€™re pursuÂing a concept that is different from most other authorsâ€™ literary yoga or magic, we do not discuss them, but rather the order thatâ€™ is appropriate for the respective chapters of
this book. Yama Ahimsa â €• Non-violence Satya â€¦ the veracity of Asteya â€ • avoidance of theft Brahmacharya â €• abstinence from sexual activity Â Aparigraha â €• refrain against gifts Â Niyama Shauca â € • Purity Santosha â € • Satisfaction Tapah â € • Oyster ity Svadhyaya â€• spiritual study
ishvarapranidhana â€• self-sacrifice to God Asana body positions Pranayama control vital breath (prana) Pratyahara abstraction senses Â Dharana concentration Â Dhyana meditation Â Samadhi in the over-consciousness state or trance First we discuss the path of asana. Â asana practice magic asana
often consists of bending the body in bizarre positions that experience an unusual flow of energiesâ€¦ and also surpassing this experience itÂself, to trigger and experience changed states of consciousness. With this in mind, rejection of hatha yoga (or â€ œphysical yogaâ€ ) by more â€œspiritualâ€ yoga
schools are based on a fundamental misunderstanding. After all, any asanaâ€‹ if properly perÂformed and masteredâ€¦ leads almost automatically to state meditation (dhyÂana). Hereâ€™ what PataÃ±jali has to say asana: Â € œSthira-sukham asanam.â€ English: â€ œAsana is a stable, comfortable
posture.â€ Some translations of Vivekananda refer to asana as â€œsittingâ € posturing when in fact â€œbodyâ pose yoga is referred to. (After all, it would be absurd to refer to recognized asanas as headstands or peacock hatha yoga as sitting in positions!) Asanas's goal is to soothe the body and mind.
In addition, they promote good health, keep the body in good shape, regulate the glandular system and strengthen muscles, tissues, tendons, all organs and especially the immune system. However, this harmonisation is one drawback, especially for people who have a lot of contact with the public. This
makes the body very sensitive evÂerything thatâ€™ good itâ€¦ and bad as well. This is especially noticeable in personâ€™'s diet. While yoga strengthens personâ€™ resistance, yogi who doesnâ€™t hear his inner voice and eats something that his body doesnâ€¦ ™t definitely need to pay the price! The
person ™ must remain diet, although most yogis are indeed vegetarian and refrain from mostly consuming drugs and other stimulants such as alcohol, nicotine, coffee, and theine. Instead, the body develops its individual diet based on a sharp feeling of exactly what it needs. It can strongly deviate from
the norm and should be strictly followed to avoid serious health problems, especially in the stomach or gastrointestinal tract. In magic, we use asanas for a similar reason as yoga â€¦ to induce gnosis and turn off all body perception to allow the mind to focus its work without hinÂdrance, but also to
maintain the physical state of our body, which is our most imÂportant vehicle, because itâ€™ a reflection of our spirit. With the help of our bodies, we practice things like let go, self-discipline, commitment, vision, and action. If our physical perception is that well trained, it acts as an unmistakable stand-up
for all the magical things that happen around us. It becomes both a source of joy and alarm, as well as our integrity and the home of our gods (the Egyptian Book of the Dead says: â€œIn every limb of our body life godâ€¦ ). Thatâ€™ why asanas shouldâ€™t feel torture. (Aleister Crowley, however, often
vioÂlated this fundamental principle. As a result, unlike other excellent writings, his yoga practice was similar to the often brutal sadism exercise.) Of course, students with no previous experience often encounter situations that require a bit of sweat and tears, but since yoga has nothing to do with fakirs,
pain should be understood as a signal to the body and must be respected as a warning sign. Thatâ€™ why we mentioned a short definition given PataÃ±jali: Asana should be stable and comfortableâ€¦ nothing more, nothing less! So thereâ€™ absolutely no reason for beginners to force themselves into
lotus posÂture, perform headstands, or put their feet behind their ears, if theyâ€™is interested in a number of health benefits and improve the concentration skills that asanas can offer. Ita € ™ it is important to sit in a stable position and have the right mental attitude during magical practice, so that the



energy is able to flow properly and youâ€™re not distracted (we recommend keeping your back straight); you should be able to sit comfortably for a long time, as shifting the position or body in any way can cause your concentration to break down. Again, PataÃ±jali gives us advice: Â â€ œTo
dvamdvanabhigha tah.â € English: â€œ (Once this position is achieved) there is no longer an obstacle through duality.â€ Â Even just a quick first test shows the beginner what it means. If the body starts itching or itching (especially legs) or when twitching nervously, yogi remains focused (despite these
distractions) in his inner cenÂteredness. This is done by shifting oneâ€ ™ away from the attention that affects the body and subduing the senses (pratyahara). So we can see how many individual paths to eightÂfold yoga connect with each other. To maintain the right asana, the body requires
conÂcentration (dharana), which in turn requires subduing the senses (pratyahara), which in turn improves mastery of asana, thus sharpening the concentration that leads to state meditation (dhyana) and eventually the state of over-consciousness (samadhi). But double pleasure and sadness, good and
evil, â€ œimportantâ€ and â€ œunimportantâ€ are designed here as well, as well as the difference between mental aspiration and daily attachment (â€œI actually think itâ€™ is more important to take care of my car, thereâ€™s someÂthing wrong, and next week weâ€™re going on holiday â€â€¦ and
between concenÂtration and distraction (because the real concentration only knows itself). Technically speaking, many â€œgod-formsâ€ used in hermetic magic are asanas as well (and even often perform the same physiological function) in the same way that rune positions and hand gestures (e.g.
freemason or letter magic) do too. But it approaches a hazy area between asanas and mudras, which will be discussed later in this book. Although there are countless asanas, only the next three usually play an important role in magic during meditation and concentration (except possible except for the
lotus position used by anyone who is physically able to learn one time or another, if only because of its unique, unbalanced health benefits without overdoing it or turning it into torture). These are god posture, dragon posture and semi-lotus posture (described here in simplified form). Â God posture Sit in a
chair that has a straight backrest, although you shouldâ€¦ ™ actually lean against. In fact, it would be better to use a chair without a backrest at all. The feet should touch the floor and the palms should be placed on a flat thigh with fingers. The spine is upright but not stretched, the head is straight, and the
eyes are closed or semi-closed (or use a 180Â° gaze). This posture is especially good for older people or those who are unable to sit on the floor for any reason or other reason. Â Â Dragon Posture This posture is best done on the floor and a carpet or blanket can be placed on your feet, but the surface
should be heavy (so donâ€™t practice a mattress, bed, or sofa!). Rest your buttocks on your calves, your feet sticking out right behind you or touching whatever is more comfortable. Your upper body is straight and your hands are placed on your thighs, as is god's position. Your head position is the same
as the one above. Â Half-lotus posture (or â€ œperfect posture €) Much easier to master than a complete lotus posture, but in the view of many authors magic, just as effective. (Personally, I prefer lotus posture to all other asanas because if youâ€™ve learned correctly, ita € ™ is most convenient
because it automatically holds back straight, not to mention all the health benefits that it brings as well.) Rest your buttocks on the floor or blanket, or pillow under the back of your buttocks, giving the whole posture a more embankment position. One leg rests inside the upper thigh, the other is hidden
down (right or left). If possible, both knees should touch the floor (pillow placed to support your lower back, it happens automatically). Your head is straight and your shoulders relaxed, your hands resting on your knees or on your lap when theyâ€™re not fill any special mud (hand positions). In all three
positions, your tongue should be easily touched by a mouthâ€• front roof, unless, of course, other exercises require otherwise. Special attention should be paid to the relaxation of the jaw and forehead, as this is often overlooked. â€ œSteady and comfortableâ€ describes the harmonious force of the field,
which takes place between the country tense and is relaxed; it is a state of the body and mind that is optimal for contemplation or concentration for a magical or mystical purpose. Thatâ€™ are all on this topic now. Wea €™ get back to it again later in this book. basic exercise energy circulation One of the
most important exercises for harmonization of the bodyâ€ ™ fine circulations are borrowed from Chinese acupuncture and Taoist yoga. Ita € ™ is the basic use of energy circulation that we would like to describe in general here. More details about this pracÂtice can be found in the corresponding
literature available. However, the simplified form described here has proven to be effective and sufficiently suitable for achieving our objectives. Acupuncture is based on vitality called chi (or châ€ ™I, ki, Qi, xi), which flows along meridians or energy pathways in the body. In this core energy cirÂculation,
we need to look at two of these meridians, namely GovÂernor Ship and Conception Vessel (Dumai and Renmai). The governorship runs from the village box to the centre line of the back and neck, head down from the center line, straight to the upper lip and the center of the palate. The infertility vessel
also begins with caraway and runs from the centre line of the stomach, chest, neck and chin, to the middle of the upper lip and to the lower jaw or end of the tongue. (Different authors do not always agree with the exact course of meridians. Even when it comes to direcÂtions, where they flow, there are
several variations and differences in opinion.) With this basic use of energy circulation, use your imagination to spread the energy transferred from the governor ship up back and then back down in front of the Conception Vessel. After weâ€ ™ve do this, rub your hand several times over the hara area
(located about the width of three fingers below the navel) to store activated energy there. Note: In order to avoid a blockage of energy, especially in the head area, ita € ™ to rest your tongue lightly on the front foot. According to tutorials on acupuncture, chi usually flows opposite direcÂtion, so itâ €™
possible to direction the circulation that we recommend feels uncomÂfortable for you. In this case, try to circulate the energy in the opposite direction €•for, up and down the back. As far as the rest is concerned, proceed as described above. Wea €™ve use the word â€œimaginationâ€ and an
inexperienced beginner, it really feels like a flow of energy going on purely oneâ€ ™ imagination. But in just a short time this process becomes automatic, and there is no longer talk of imagination or even â€œillusion.â€ After a number of health benefits, I recommend this basic exercise of energy
circulation as a great way to center yourself, because it creates a suitable shield for magical defense of foreign influence and loss of internal balance. It can also be used for transmutation of sexual energy, e.g. in stages of sexual abstinence. In particular, maintains energy hara area with positive healing
effects on illÂness, and even conditions such as weakness and fatigue (eg, from being overworked, during menstruation, effects of weather, exhaustion) can be mitigated or even remÂedied completely long-term. A lot of misleading information is written to feature this basic exÂercise energy circuit, and
some authors even tend to make religion out of it. AlÂThough this exercise can reveal possible blockages in the fine body, when the energy flow is activated consciously, blockages usually dissolve in their usual practice, and only in serious cases no acupuncturist should be consulted for treatment. But
under no circumstances does this mean that a small energy circuit is â€œdeadâ€ if you donâ€™t do it exerÂcise; itâ€™ is always active, and chi flows constantly along meridians, although the intensity varies and depends on your current health and well-being. On in terms of it, it would be more accurate
to refer to this â€œconscious intensification and steeringâ€ circulation instead of your â€ œactivation.â€ Since itâ€™ already active, itâ€™ not so hard to beÂcome aware and be able to do this work because some literature makes it through. At semiÂnars, students often discover that it usually works in
just minutes. However, if youâ€™ you have difficulty consciously intensifying and directing cirÂculation energy along the prescribed pathways, just be patient and keep practicing. It may be helpful for someone to help you shake the rattle (a simple rumba rattle that you can buy quite cheaply in the music
stores we do, although you should choose one bright sound instead of a boring one) close to your body's desired direction of power energy until you can actually feel it. This acoustic help will help you feel circulaÂtion energy so that it can be triggered later automatically without additional help. After a bit of
practice, youâ€™ll be able to feel and intensify the energy flow at any time in any positionâ€¦and you should experiment with different situations as well. In addition to this basic exercise, thereâ€™ also developed the use of energy circulaÂtion where twelve major meridians are activated or intensified, but
thereâ€™ there is no need to go to that here. (Whoever is interested in this may refer to the books Chia and ZÃ ¶ller in the bibliography at the end of this chapter.) Figure 4 shows the exact path of fine energies during this exercise. basic exercise in energy circulation Basic exercise energy circulation at
least once a day, preferably in the morning, until you are sure and convinced that youâ€ ™ve learned this. Then you can go practising this recycling technique anywhere and at any time, such as at work, while drivingâ€¦ and soon youâ€™ll learn appreÂciate the huge soothing and harmonizing effect that
this simple exercise has, especially in stressful situations. This exercise can also be combined with other centering techniques, such as the IAO formula or the OMNIL formula, before or after. With a bit of practice, it wonâ€™t take you more than just two minutesâ€¦ and after a while, youâ€™ll need even
less time to do so. Mantak Chia, Wake Healing Energy through Tao: Taoist secret circulating inÂternal Power. Josefine ZÃ¶ller, Das Tao der Selbstheilung (Both books are recommended to further read the basic use of energy circulation and practice acupuncture.) acupuncture.) acupuncture.)
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